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Abstract: The Internet of Underwater Things (IoUT) has become widely popular in the past decade
as it has huge prospects for the economy due to its applicability in various use cases such as environmental monitoring, disaster management, localization, defense, underwater exploration, and
so on. However, each of these use cases poses specific challenges with respect to security, privacy,
transparency, and traceability, which can be addressed by the integration of blockchain with the IoUT.
Blockchain is a Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT) that consists of series of blocks chained up in
chronological order in a distributed network. In this paper, we present a first-of-its-kind survey on
the integration of blockchain with the IoUT. This paper initially discusses the blockchain technology
and the IoUT and points out the benefits of integrating blockchain technology with IoUT systems.
An overview of various applications, the respective challenges, and the possible future directions of
blockchain-enabled IoUT systems is also presented in this survey, and finally, the work sheds light
on the critical aspects of IoUT systems and will enable researchers to address the challenges using
blockchain technology.
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1. Introduction
Two-thirds of the Earth’s surface are covered with water bodies such as oceans, seas,
rivers, and ponds. Marine life consists of numerous plants, animals, and other living organisms [1]. The climatic patterns in water bodies often influences severe weather patterns
such as cyclones, typhoons, tornadoes, tsunamis, and others [2–4]. Marine transportation
plays a significant role in the supply chain management of essential goods such as oil,
food, minerals, metals, and more [5]. Fish, crab, prawn, and others are major foods for
the majority of the human population across the globe. The livelihood of many people
across the globe depends on fisheries [6,7]. Oceans are also rich sources of oil and other
natural resources [8]. Hence, constant monitoring of marine life, climatic conditions of the
oceans, and transportation systems are of paramount importance not only to the ocean
ecosystem, but also to navy applications and the food security of the water population [9].
Most of these water bodies have not been much explored. The Internet of Things (IoT) [10]
plays a major role in monitoring the aforementioned activities in water bodies, where
several sensors are placed at several locations in water bodies [11–13]. Due to the rapid
growth of the IoT and its applications in several forms of human life including monitoring
of the underwater environment, a new form of the IoT, namely, the IoUT has emerged.
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The IoUT is a network of sensors and smart devices that are placed underwater and are
interconnected, which can monitor, sense, relay, and collect data from the water bodies
and share the data with the base stations located in terrestrial areas. The IoUT has several
applications including marine monitoring, coastal area surveillance, exploration of marine
life, oil rig maintenance, defense, and so on [14–16].
The IoUT has been a predominant choice for researchers, having applications in deep
sea exploration, system monitoring of divers, generating warnings, naval surveillance
systems, and various other applications. IoUT devices are normally fixed or mobile with
the ability to move from one location to the other to collect or transmit information using
digitally linked devices installed in the water bodies. There are associated devices such
as gateways, satellites, and base stations that help in expanding the communication range
in such IoUT applications. The recent studies conducted by the United States National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) revealed the fact that 71 percent of
the Earth is covered with water [17]. IoUT devices are integrated with smart sensing
devices, which have heterogeneous functionalities. Although various researchers have
proposed innovative methodologies and designs to develop various IoUT applications,
there exist certain challenges relevant to the type of applications, the channel types, and
their characteristics. The benefits of IoT- and IoUT-based devices are numerous, yet there
are challenges subject to sensor resource scarcity, wireless network stability, data security,
privacy, fault resilience, and several others. The traditional solutions often fail to overcome
such challenges due to the inability to handle the large volumes of data collected by the
sensor devices, the huge variability in the devices being used, the lack of trust among the
participants, and also, transparency issues in the management of data. Various studies have
been conducted emphasizing the IoUT, its architecture, technologies, research challenges,
and the scope of future research. A review of these studies is presented below.
The study in [18] explored the contribution of the IoUT in monitoring vast areas of
unexplored water bodies on our planet. The primary differences between the IoUT and IoT
were identified in association with the presentation of a detailed IoUT architectural framework. Furthermore, various applications of the IoUT were highlighted, and the critical
challenges in such applications were identified and addressed. The study in [19] presented
an exhaustive review of the application of the IoUT emphasizing its contribution to Big
Marine Data (BMD) analytics. The traditional use of BMD has its associated challenges,
where the classical data processing techniques fail to serve the purpose. The paper thus
explored the nexus of BMD with machine learning [20] for handling marine data. The
paper also presented the potential directions of research incorporating the use of BMD
and the IoUT, inspiring researchers to develop new tools and techniques in this domain.
The study in [21] discussed various Underwater Network Management Systems (U-NMSs)
that use acoustic communication involving the IoUT. The fault, configuration, accounting,
performance, security [22], and constraint management aspects of U-NMSs were also elaborated. The paper also presented the prototype of a U-NMS framework being implemented
in a library environment using lightweight machine-to-machine and acoustic technology.
In [23], the primary emphasis was on the use of an Underwater Wireless Sensor Network
(UWSN) and related technology of the IoUT. Traditional UWSN implementations have
associated limitations of the underlying acoustic communication medium, higher levels
of energy consumption, and a lack of hardware resources, which are required to perform
the computationally intensive tasks. Additionally, UWSN technologies are vulnerable to
various attacks, namely wormhole, spoofing, jamming, flooding, and various other attacks,
which act as a real threat to secured IoUT implementations, where the frameworks need to
function in harsh communication conditions. The study in [23] focused on mitigating the
security risks and challenges in the use of UWSNs in IoUT implementations. It is evident
from all the aforementioned reviews that an optimal communication network is a necessity
for the successful implementation of IoUT applications. The study in [24] highlighted the
challenges associated with the physical, Medium Access Control (MAC), and network
layers while designing optimal IoUT networks. A huge variability in the underwater
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ecosystem exists, and hence, detailed knowledge about the prevailing underwater regional
profiles makes it a necessity. The understanding of the profiles enables the constraints to be
addressed for achieving optimized performance in IoUT networks and their deployment.
The study in [25] highlighted the need for efficient environmental monitoring considering the perspective of smart cities and recent natural disasters that have impacted the globe.
Research related to UWSNs and the IoUT have also gained momentum due to the same
reason, especially in the development of tethered Remotely Operated Underwater Vehicles
(ROUVs), untethered Autonomous Underwater Vehicles (AUVs), Unmanned Autonomous
Surface Vehicles (USVs/ASVs), and various other smart underwater technologies. This
study conducted a systematic bibliographic analysis of the various studies conducted
globally on UWSN implementations in the IoUT prioritizing the African region. The
study finally concluded by directing possible technical recommendations in the successful
actualization of IoUT and WSN research projects in the African region.
The study in [16] discussed the role of the IoUT as a powerful technology in developing various applications relevant to naval operations, military services, maritime security,
natural disaster prediction, and archaeological expeditions. This study introduced an
IoUT network framework which works in naturally heterogeneous and unpredictable
ocean conditions. The enabling technologies of the IoUT such as channel models, network
protocols, topologies, and simulation tools and the use of edge computing, data analytics,
Optical Wireless Communications (OWCs), machine learning, and Intelligent Reflecting
Surfaces (IRSs) were discussed. The study in [26] presented a comprehensive survey of
various unmanned underwater vehicles that use technologies such as cognitive acoustic
networks, fog computing, the IoUT, and distinct next-generation underwater networks.
These vehicles include ray tracing models that enable target detection and tracking, which
are primarily used by military forces. The study in [27] initially discussed the role of
acoustic, InfraRed (IR), visible light, Radio-Frequency (RF), and magnetic induction in
transmitting information using digitally linked underwater devices. However, these media
have their associated challenges relevant to the narrow channel bandwidth, low data rate,
and higher cost. Similarly, the optical medium has the associated challenges of high absorption, scattering, and long-distance data transmission. Furthermore, the possibility of
malicious nodes stealing underwater data through black hole attacks, routing attacks, and
Sybil attacks exists. In [27], an extensive review of the recent trends, applications, communication technologies, challenges, and threats of the UIoT environment are presented. Each
of the reviewed articles emphasized recent trends, technologies, applications, use cases,
and the challenges associated with IoUT applications. The comparison of this survey with
existing surveys is summarized in Table 1. The knowledge gained from the review of these
articles reveals the need for an extensive review article focusing on security, the privacy of
data, and also, the data transmission in IoUT frameworks. This motivated us to initiate a
first-of-its-kind survey focusing on the applications of blockchain in IoUT systems. The key
contributions of this survey are as follows:
•
•
•

A first-of-its-kind survey is presented on applications of blockchain for the IoUT.
An exhaustive review on the use of blockchain in IoUT applications is presented.
A discussion on the challenges and future prospects of research relevant to the integration of blockchain in IoUT applications is presented.

The rest of the the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the required
background knowledge relevant to blockchain, the IoUT, and its integration with blockchain
followed by Section 3, which discusses various applications of the same. Section 4 presents
the challenges associated with blockchain-integrated IoUT applications providing insight
into the plausible scope of future directions of research. Figure 1 depicts the schematic
outline of this study.
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Table 1. Comparison with existing surveys.
Ref

Contributions

Limitations

[18]

-The role of the IoUT in preserving natural water resources
is discussed.
-The differences of the IoUT and IoT are highlighted.
-The architecture and applications of the IoUT are presented.
-The potential challenges and solutions are addressed.

-The integration of the IoUT with other
advanced technologies are not explored.
-The security aspects of the IoUT
applications are not explored.

[19]

-The concept of BMD is initiated considering the enormous size
and variability of marine data collected from harsh and
heterogeneous environments using the IoUT.
-The traditional challenges of using BMD processing is explored.
-The use of ML in handling BMD is presented.
-The potential scope of future research in the IoUT and BMD
is highlighted.

-More emphasis is given to underwater
communication and network protocols and
BMD data handling.
-Security and privacy aspects of handling
BMD are not considered.

[21]

-Underwater Network Management Systems (U-NMS) using
acoustic communication and the IoUT are discussed.
-A prototype implementation of a U-NMS in a library
environment is presented.

-The viability of the prototype model in a
real-world setup is not justified.

[23]

-Emphasizes the security threats related to UWSNs in
IoUT implementations.

-Risk mitigation activities include the use
of network protocols.
-Alternative advanced approaches such as
blockchain are not explored.

[24]

-Presents a review of existing research relevant to signal
processing and routing for developing efficient IoUT systems.
-The challenges mostly emphasize exploring various forms of
network attacks and possible solutions along with
research testbeds.

-The MAC protocol, QoS metrics, and
related performance issues are discussed.
-Solutions focus on secured transmission of
data and not on the storage aspect of
the same.

[25]

-The use of WSNs and the IoUT in developing underwater
vehicles (ROUVs), untethered Autonomous Underwater Vehicles
(AUVs), Unmanned Autonomous Surface Vehicles (USVs/ASVs),
and various other smart underwater technologies are explored.
-Different UWSN-based IoUT implementations in the African
region are analyzed.

-The scope of review includes only the
African region while missing the
security aspect.

[16]

-Different network frameworks used in IoUT applications are
discussed.
-The use of edge computing, data analytics, Optical Wireless
Communications (OWCs), machine learning, and Intelligent
Reflecting Surfaces (IRSs) in the IoUT is presented.

-The role of a specific technology and its
related contributions are not focused on,
making the scope generic.

[26]

-A survey on various unmanned water vehicles is presented.
-The use of cognitive acoustic networks, fog computing, the IoUT,
and next-generation underwater networks is discussed.

-Primarily emphasizes the target detection
and tracking scheme.
-Security and privacy aspects of the
collected data through the IoUT are
not considered.

[27]

-Distinct forms of IoUT attacks in the form of black holes, routing,
and Sybil are discussed.

-Focused primarily on IoUT network
attacks and their prevention. -Security and
privacy aspects of the collected data
through the IoUT are not included.

The present
survey

-The first-of-its-kind survey on the application of blockchain for
the IoUT.
-Applications of blockchain in the IoUT are discussed.
-Challenges and future prospects of the integration of blockchain
with the IoUT are highlighted.

-
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Figure 1. Schematic outline of the work.

2. Background
This section discusses the basic concepts and recent advancements in blockchain and
the IoUT, followed by the motivation behind the integration of blockchain with the IoUT.
2.1. Blockchain
Blockchain is a decentralized digital database carrying a chain of cryptographically
signed blocks over a peer-to-peer network [28,29]. The advancement of blockchain [30]
surpassed the evolution of cryptocurrency and bitcoin with its unique significant features
of maintaining transparency and preserving privacy in the distributed network [31,32].
This leverages the power of utilizing blockchain technology in various sectors [33] including finance and trading [34,35], supply chain management [36,37], medicine and
healthcare [38,39], the IoT [40–42], and many other industrial services [43–45].
The blocks in the blockchain are generally arranged in a particular order, which
contains the original data. Each block points to the preceding block using a hash value. The
first block, called the genesis block, does not point to any block and, thus, is the parent/root
block to the other subsequent child blocks. Each child holds a unique hash key, which
is linked to the preceding block, also known as the parent block [46,47]. The simplified
architecture of blockchain and its components is illustrated in Figure 2.
Figure 3 illustrates the connection of blocks and the Merkle tree connecting transactions to the block header. The digital signature is another significant component in the
blockchain architecture. The user possesses two keys: public and private key. The transactions are secured by signing using the private key, and this digitally signed transaction
is shared across the whole network. The public key is used to access the data present in
the transaction by the authorized user. Hence, the generation of the digital signature is a
two-step process, which includes the signing and verification process [48].
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Following are the salient features of blockchain technology [49] that contribute to the
powerful applications [50,51] in this digital era:
1.

Immutability—Blockchain is a permanent and unalterable network that promises no
chance of changing the nodes in the network. The blockchain network has several
nodes chained to each other, and every node maintains a copy of the digital ledger
in the network. Hence, any transaction initiated in the network is authenticated and
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2.

3.

4.

5.

verified to be included in the ledger. As a result, the data stored in any transaction
are highly impossible to tamper with, as they are strictly protected by the nodes of
the given network. This promotes the network to be highly transparent and secure,
creating successful transactions with the consensus of all nodes in the network. Thus,
it allows anyone to view the transactions, but does not give access to edit or modify
the data in the transactions.
Decentralization—The framework is not operated under a single authority; rather, a
collection of nodes is involved in managing and maintaining the blockchain network.
The network is deployed on a peer-to-peer network, enabling each node to have a
copy of the digital ledger, unlike the conventional banking system. Hence, the cost
to hack such a decentralized network is more expensive, making it one of the most
important features of blockchain technology.
Smart contracts—Blockchain executes the transactions in a faster way by applying
the smart contract principle. Smart contracts are self-executing digital contracts that
automatically execute the transactions when certain conditions and agreements are
satisfied for the current transaction.
Consensus protocol—The consensus mechanism is the fault-tolerance mechanism in
which nodes in the peer-to-peer network accede a common agreement about the
current state of transactions in the network. This ensures the data reliability and
trustworthiness of transactions among the nodes of blockchain. The Proof-of-Work
(PoW) is the robust consensus protocol used widely in banking services and other
applications. The PoW ensures that the new block is created by solving extreme and
computationally complex puzzles to avoid unreliable transactions [52,53].
Transparency—The blockchain network renders unparalleled transparency, which
ensures advanced data security solutions [54]. Hence, every single transaction taking
place within the decentralized network is confirmed by the majority of the nodes
in the network. Thus, any updated transaction can be viewed by the user while
managing the transparency within the network.

2.2. Internet of Underwater Things
The IoT is revolutionizing society through applications such as smart cities, precision
agriculture, smart healthcare, and more [55,56]. It is defined as an ecosystem that interconnects a physical device to other physical devices or things across the world, which
are interconnected through the Internet. The IoT can play a vital role in several activities/applications in the marine industry as well. The continuous improvement of IoT
technology in marine applications has led to the development of a new class known as the
Internet of Underwater Things (IoUT) [16,57]. The IoUT is described as the interconnection
of smart intelligent devices that are either fixed or mobile under the water’s surface. In
recent years, several underwater smart objects have been developed, of which the Autonomous Surface Vehicles (ASVs) [58], Autonomous Underwater Vehicles (AUVs) [59],
and Remotely Operated underwater Vehicles (ROVs) [60] are prominent smart devices for
exploring the underwater resources.
The IoUT has some similarities with the terrestrial counterpart the IoT such as structure
and function. However, it also has different characteristics [18] when compared with the
terrestrial IoT such as:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Different communication technologies;
Different tracking methodologies;
Difficulty in recharging the battery;
Different energy harvesting technologies;
Different network density;
Different localization techniques.

The IoUT ecosystem is deployed with an enormous number of intelligent smart objects.
As a consequence, the growing demand for device communication and networking with
these devices brings a new challenge to this ecosystem. The intrinsic component required
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for the device communication is the medium or channel through which the information is
shared among the smart objects within the network [24]. The UWSN is one of the existing
network systems for underwater communication, which is used in several recent IoUT
projects [61–63]. UWSN systems are deployed with numerous underwater sensors mounted
with acoustic modems, which are responsible for collecting further significant information
such as water temperature, chemical components, pressure, and so on. The collected data
are forwarded to different agents on the water surface called the sinks, which are designed
with acoustic and radio modems. The sink transfers the information received from the
sensor node (acoustic modem) to the remote monitoring center (radio modem) [64].
With the advancement of the IoUT, several researchers are actively exploring underwater research to interact with the communication devices, thus enabling smart sea technology.
As a result, a significant number of IoUT sensors act not only as data collection points,
but also facilitate the functioning of other underwater components such as cameras, hydrophones, actuators, and others. Among these, a few remarkable sensors were discussed
in [19]. AUVs use acoustic sensors to measure the navigation path and positioning of the
smart objects. To detect whether the smart objects are present or not, proximity sensors are
used to find the nearby objects by sending electrical signals. Pressure sensors are utilized to
determine the pressure level, which is helpful for environmental monitoring applications.
Ocean researchers use this significant information generated by the sensors in the IoUT to
carefully investigate the unexplored parts of ocean life and underwater resources.
2.3. Integration of Blockchain with the IoUT
The principal motivations to integrate blockchain with the IoUT are discussed as
follows:
1.

2.

3.

Improving security in underwater communication—The sensors capture the significant
information and relay and send the data to the monitoring center present on the
land surface. The information transmitted is highly sensitive, which brings several
problems such as data stealing, network hacking, and breaking the communication
systems [65]. There is also a dire need to provide secured and trusted solutions for
the processing and storage of the enormous amount of data being generated from
the IoUT devices. The blockchain-based network architectures provide solutions
to the aforementioned challenges by providing immutability and trustworthy data
sharing and management and also enable efficient monitoring and tracking of the
underwater devices, processes, and related resources. Blockchain [66] ensures secured
and trusted data sharing in the underwater communications without interventions
from humans or third parties. Furthermore, the need for autonomous decision-making
in the hostile underwater environment with fickle network connectivity with base
stations is supported by blockchain. The smart contract features of blockchain enable
such dynamic and autonomous decision-making, ensuring secured data storage and
the reliability of such frameworks.
Trustworthiness of IoUT smart devices—With the substantial growth of IoT technology,
more and more sensor devices are introduced, which are used for building the data
communication network. Similar to the IoT, the IoUT also has several smart devices
embedded with sensors, which are developed and utilized for data communication
in the UWSN. The data generated from these UWSN devices may be very sensitive
for critical applications such as defense [67]. The consensus algorithm is the decisionmaking process for the group of active nodes in the communication network while
building trustworthy transactions in blockchain.
Availability of the data in the IoUT—Blockchain [68] uses the fault-tolerant mechanism,
building an effective network for the availability of data transmitted through the IoUT
devices. The decentralized and distributed structure of blockchain is a very important
feature to confirm the availability of data perpetually. This property of blockchain
is vital for making the data available to oceanographers to conduct their research
analysis and investigations at their convenience [69]. The decentralized system stores
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4.

the information spread across the globe so that there is no single point of failure. This
is achieved by storing the blockchain data over millions of devices on the distributed
network of nodes; hence, the data and network are highly resistant to any malicious
attack or technical failure in the network. Because of this, the availability of data in
the blockchain-enabled IoUT communication network is possible.
Privacy of the data in the IoUT—Attackers cannot misuse or obtain the data, as the users
can control their data with the private and public keys in a blockchain transaction,
thereby enabling data ownership. The data owners can control when, how, and to
what extent a third party can access the data. The privacy of data generated from
IoUT devices can thus be preserved with blockchain technology.

Furthermore, with the substantial magnification of underwater marine technology, the
fusion of blockchain with the IoUT leads the way to explore the world’s underlying water
resources and can be best used for the benefit of humans and marine life. The motivation
behind the integration of blockchain with the IoUT is depicted in Figure 4. In the following
section, the notable applications of the IoUT are analyzed, discussing the role of the IoUT
and its significance.
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Traceability
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Privacy

Decentralized
Storage

Transaction
Details

Danger of
Lossing Data

Blockchain for
IoUT

Decentralized Storage
Standardization
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Decentralized
Storage

Immutability

Transparency

Figure 4. Integration of blockchain in the IoUT.

3. Applications
This section focuses on the exploration of recent advances in the IoUT and how
blockchain [70–72] can help improve the existing practices for underwater applications in
distrusted environments.
3.1. Environmental Monitoring
Rapid urbanization and the development of industries have become an integral part
of human growth. Due to this, water contamination and water deterioration have become
alarmingly prevalent. Conventional water monitoring methods are lengthy, expensive,
inefficient, and insecure, wherein manual testing is performed in laboratories. The monitoring of water quality involves the role of IoUT sensors in transmitting data as sound
variations. The acoustic signals that are used for underwater communication consume
high propagation delays and high error rates. In addition, sensors are deployed in an
antagonistic environment, which remain unattended, making underwater communication
more vulnerable to outside attacks. In order to secure sensors from being subjected to such
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attacks, the authors in [73] proposed a blockchain-based multi-layer hierarchical architecture. This architecture simplified the monitoring and managing process of the IoUT data.
Based on the residual energy cluster heads, sensor nodes were clustered and organized.
The tracking of nodes and cluster heads was performed by a bloom filter, and two keys
were used for communication. The standard secret key was used for the gateways to
communicate, and a special secret key was enabled for cluster heads to communicate. Furthermore, the blockchain ledger helped store the routed data. The lightweight blockchain
framework in [73] helped provide the legitimacy of data sources. The sensors deployed
underwater for quality monitoring are prone to attacks, and there is the possibility for
information leakage to occur. This is primarily due to the lack of security features in the
underwater environment. A multi-layer hierarchical architecture proposed by the authors
offers security to the IoUT nodes. The system significantly helps in protecting the sensors
deployed underwater, securing the data transmission and organizing the networks in the
underwater environment.
The IoT is a category of pervasive systems that utilize embedded sensors, applications,
and networks in smart systems and environments. The IoUT is one of the specific types of
IoT systems that relies on underwater sensors in order to consume ocean information in
the context of smart oceans. The oceanic information obtained from the group of sensors
is very useful to carry out analyses such as water quality monitoring, marine ecosystem
monitoring, water pollution monitoring, and so on. Hence, it is critical to create and
provide a platform that allows the users to efficiently share and store the IoUT data in ad
hoc unsecured environments. To provide distributed access to the users, the authors in [74]
suggested the use of blockchain technology. The Ethereum smart contract mechanism can
be used to share the IoUT data obtained from the oceanic environment. This smart contract
mechanism helps in providing easier access to the users in order to store and manage
access roles for the IoUT data. The suggested solution encrypts the IoUT data sent to the
interplanetary file system and stores the hash values generated in the blockchain ledger.
Sharing the valuable oceanic data over an unsecured ad hoc platform can question the
trust and security aspects of the system. The Ethereum smart contract mechanism can be
used in such cases to provide better security for sharing the IoUT data to perform various
research analysis.
A smart ocean requires various properties of the ocean to be explored exhaustively
ensuring thorough understanding. The IoUT demands powerful technologies for creating
a smart ocean. A detailed review of current advancements, future communication architectures, challenges, applications, and issues that need immediate attention were discussed
by the authors in [75]. IoUT frameworks face similar security and standardization issues
as in the case of the IoT. There exists no common standard for the regularization of communication and transmission between underwater devices. In addition, it is also equally
important to design an intelligent security system for ensuring normal data transmission
between underwater devices. Due to the prevailing complexities in IoT systems, which
consist of different networks, the involvement of billions of underwater intelligent objects
is inevitable. Additionally, it is essential to guarantee the security and privacy of users in
the IoUT. Any IoUT layer may face a threat from malicious attacks from outside, which
have the potential to collapse the entire network. The blockchain security features such as
the distributed ledger and consensus-based approval can be used to protect smart ocean
communication. The smart ocean systems are largely applicable to ocean activities that are
closely related to human beings. These activities include ocean pollution monitoring, ocean
deep range monitoring, underwater navigation, resource exploration, underwater tourism,
disaster management, and various others. These activities help people to understand the
ocean to the fullest, utilize the ocean’s resources, and secure the ocean more efficiently,
enabling enhanced services to be rendered to mankind. To ensure secure transmission of
data across multiple networks in an underwater environment, blockchain-based solutions
can be used.
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3.2. Disaster Management
Emergency handlers handle disasters as recurring events. Disasters are likely to
happen every single year, resulting in a follow-up process. The emergency handlers handle
a disaster in four phases: preparedness, response, mitigation, and recovery. Disasters
happening in water bodies are highly dangerous. This may lead to the loss of human lives
and other living organisms in the water [76]. IoUT applications play an important role in all
four phases of such emergencies. The IoUT has the ability to sense locations in underwater
circumstances. It can process the data locally and transmit the same to the base station
via an underwater communication facility available in the IoUT [77]. Seismic sensors can
be deployed underwater to detect ground motion when it is shaken by any perturbation.
The information received from the underwater sensors should be reliable enough for
further analysis and mitigation activities. All course of actions in a disaster rely on the
information communicated by the sensor. The IoUT uses acoustic signals for underwater
communication. In natural environments and circumstances, the sound emitted becomes
affected by the underwater temperature, the density of vegetation, humidity, and various
other sounds emitted by living organisms underwater. Besides the above factors, humaninvolved activities such as industrialization and sounds from ships can also affect the signal.
This results in the failure of communication or the failure in anticipating a disaster. Hence,
this communication needs to be secured enough wherein the information communicated
by the devices reaches the base station on time without unwanted modification. Some
factors relevant to acoustic communication were addressed in [78]. Blockchain technology
can be used in this regard to protect underwater acoustic communication. Due to the
complexity of computation and the underwater scenario, the authors in [79] suggested
the use of basic blockchain functions such as adding blocks, block validations, and the
implementation of the longest chain rule. Each chain created with blockchain consists of
a ledger system to store the information. The ledger is an append-only block structure,
which does not allow anyone to remove or modify the block, once it is added to the chain.
Through blockchain, communication underwater can be made reliable and instant actions
can be taken to prevent disasters. The integrity of information generated by the underwater
sensors can thus be preserved using the blockchain-based solutions. This will further
aid in taking the right course of action by predicting the disasters that can occur in the
oceanic environment.
3.3. Localization
Positioning of underwater devices and other data sources is a key requirement for any
location-based underwater application. As the parameters of terrestrial and underwater
environments differ in various aspects, the systems adopted for the localization of terrestrial
objects may not scale well to fit the needs of underwater systems. Extensive research has
been carried out in the field of the localization of underwater objects. A detailed review on
various localization schemes for the IoUT were discussed by the authors in [80–82]. The
stratification effect and the mobility characteristics make the localization of underwater sensor nodes an even more challenging task to achieve. Apart from these, security and privacy
are the key challenges associated with the localization of underwater nodes, especially due
to the harsh environmental conditions. As most of the localization schemes are designed
for suitable environments, there is the possibility of privacy violations, which may lead
to serious consequences, especially in mission-critical applications. The authors in [83]
explained the privacy and security concerns with respect to localization in underwater
environments. However, very minimal research activities have been actively carried out
for dealing with the privacy concerns in the localization of underwater sensor nodes.
The blockchain can be regarded as an effective solution for dealing with the privacy
aspects related to localization in underwater environments due to its unique characteristics
such as decentralization, consensus, and security. Third party participation can be completely removed if blockchain technology can be integrated with the IoUT. This enables
data to be stored securely without requiring any intermediate authority. The data generated
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from IoUT devices can be processed and validated with the help of blockchain mechanisms.
The data privacy issues pertaining to the positioning of underwater devices can be solved
efficiently with the help of blockchain technology. The decentralization, consensus, and
security aspects of blockchain primarily ensure that the privacy of data is not questioned.
This enables location-based applications to adopt blockchain in the existing system. The
flip side of applying blockchain in underwater sensor networks is its never-ending demand
for power, memory, and computation [84]. The blockchain can be successfully integrated
with the IoUT only if the underwater sensor nodes are capable of providing the above said
aspects at a low cost. However, many researchers have channelized their efforts in this regard to enforce privacy in the IoUT with the help of machine-learning- [85], deep-learning-,
and reinforcement-learning-based systems.
A “multilevel sensor monitoring” architecture was proposed by [73], wherein a layerbased system was implemented for storing and processing data from the IoUT using
blockchain technology. A lightweight consensus mechanism was also adopted in this
work to process various transactions in an efficient manner. Additionally, the lightweight
protocols help in transferring the data to the concerned system. Such an architecture can be
efficiently implemented for the localization of underwater devices due to its lightweight
protocols and consensus mechanism. “BCTrust” is a blockchain-based authentication
mechanism proposed by [86] that is robust, secure, energy efficient, and transparent. This
mechanism can be ideally used for systems with storage, energy, and computational
constraints. This system can be extended to work with the localization aspects in the
IoUT, as it can provide privacy and deals with the harsh underwater environments. The
integration of blockchain with the IoUT significantly helps in the localization of various
entities associated with the IoUT in a privacy-preserving manner. This is an open research
area where the adoption of lightweight technologies has great potential to enhance the
current blockchain-based IoUT systems.
3.4. Defense
Naval defense exercise operations include surveillance, mine detection, sub-marine
detection, and recovery operations. Underwater Autonomous Vehicles (UAVs) are programmable, self-propelled, and unmanned, capable of carrying out assigned tasks with
little or no real-time input from humans [87]. Torpedoes are the first form of UAV used in
naval defense systems [88]. Recent research and development witnessed marvelous growth
in making these vehicles significant for naval defense applications. It is inevitable to extend
the idea of the IoT for underwater things. The IoUT has significantly altered the way the
data are collected and stored and the way intelligent decisions are derived from the same.
The issues related to data privacy and security in navy-based defense activities are mostly
because of the centralized architecture of the IoUT systems used for data storage. Here,
data tampering may occur during data transmission between the nodes. Hence, the concept
of the immutability and traceability of blockchain can address the aforementioned issues.
Naval defense is one such sector that has enthusiastically adopted the advantages
of the IoUT. The IoUT is an interconnected system of computing devices that helps to
improve the productivity and efficiency of the data communicated among the water-based
vehicles such as ships, submarines, drones, and other water vessels. The current IoUT
ecosystem is expensive as it employs large servers to store the data in a centralized manner.
Securing the data source is an extremely necessary requirement, since important decisions
are obtained from the intelligent devices and stored in a common cloud. The data in the
IoUT environment can be accessed and modified by the participating nodes, and the origin
of the tampered data may be unknown. Additionally, the current IoUT control systems
reduce the data transmission speed, leading to bureaucratic leadership among the nodes.
There is also the associated risk of losing the data if there is no recovery mechanisms in
place in case of system failures. Communication from remote areas between the IoUT
and UAV facilitates vulnerability threats, wherein cyber criminals obtain unauthorized
access to connected networks and devices, thereby exposing critical data. The distributed
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communication nature of the ocean network enables unauthorized users to access data and
information by following unethical practices. The centralized architecture of the IoUT in
such cases is insufficient in providing secured and efficient IoUT solutions. Blockchain is
an advanced technology, which is used for securing and tracking real-time applications
and their data. It is a promising technology that leverages the information sharing and
accessing process. The authors in [89] emphasized the aspect of data exchange among
the participating nodes in the Internet environment, ensuring the same to be secured and
immutable. In the blockchain-enabled IoUT environment, the decentralized structure
of blockchain is used, wherein all participating nodes share a copy of the transaction,
and hence, transparency is maintained. Additionally, the cryptography features such as
hashing, digital signatures, and public–private keys enable the data block to securely link
with other blocks and, thus, ensures the immutability of the data. Another important
aspect of underwater communications in defense is traceability. Each device or vehicle
in the network is associated with an ID, which enables the user to track the transactions
and generate smart contracts. Smart contracts are shared among various devices and
sub-systems in the application. Each task in the system executes its operations using the
smart contracts. The advantages of the blockchain-integrated IoUT is manifold in defense
applications in oceans.
3.5. Underwater Exploration
Underwater exploration is an interesting and challenging use case that helps in managing, conserving, regulating, and using the ocean resources that are particularly significant
for a nation’s economy and the citizens’ well-being [90]. According to the World Bank, the
blue economy is the “sustainable use of ocean resources for economic growth, improved
livelihoods, and jobs while preserving the health of ocean ecosystem” [91]. Underwater
exploration mainly deals with the discovery of lost treasures and natural resources. Managing the ocean resources in a sustainable manner is crucial for a nation, as these resources
are to be around for the successive generations as well. Based on [92], nearly 14 percent
of the U.S. near the coast generates 45 percent of the nation’s total GDP. “NOAA Ocean
Exploration” is the only federal program by the U.S. dedicated to exploring the unknown
or poorly known areas of the deep ocean [93]. Matsya 6000 is a part of India’s “Deep Ocean
Mission” to discover rare minerals. This is a submersible vehicle under development that
can go up to a depth of 6000 m [94]. Similarly, various nations are conducting research
on exploring the underwater resources. However, underwater exploration poses several
challenges with respect to the nation’s security aspects as well. Hence, the data generated
and collected should be secure and transparent.
Blockchain technology can be integrated with the IoUT, thus enabling the exploration
of underwater resources in a secure, transparent, and traceable manner. The immutability
characteristic of blockchain primarily ensures that the data, once uploaded cannot, be
tampered with. This particularly helps in guaranteeing that the explored underwater
resources are not being misused. PO8 is a blockchain group in The Bahamas that focuses
on integrating blockchain, artificial intelligence, and robotics to explore the treasures and
tokenize them with NFTs on the Ethereum blockchain [95]. “Non-Fungible Investment
Vehicles (NFIVs)” are also created, which provide monetary benefits by generating earnings.
The traceability and transparency characteristics of blockchain make it an optimal choice
even for tuna traceability. Illegal and unreported fishing can be alleviated to a great extent
with the help of blockchain technology. The authors in [96] proposed a cryptographic
protocol named “DeepOcean”, which uses the “blockchain-agnostic dark pool” for cryptocurrencies. Here, different parties can agree for trade without the need of knowing about
their order sizes in advance. The existing underwater technologies can be combined with
blockchain for effective underwater exploration. A detailed review of the different sensing
technologies for underwater exploration was carried out by [97]. Essential ocean variables
were also detailed in the review. The authors in [98] presented a preliminary design of a
robotic system for autonomous underwater vehicles. Such frameworks have the ability to
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be adjusted according to the different environments and can help in the durability of the
devices. Even though underwater exploration contributes to the nations’ economy on a
large scale, the research on the integration of booming technologies such as blockchain for
the IoUT is still at its infancy. Figure 5 depicts the use cases of the blockchain-enabled IoUT.
Table 2 summarizes the applications of the IoUT, the motivation for IoUT applications to
integrate with blockchain, and their associated challenges.
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Figure 5. Use cases of the blockchain-enabled IoUT
Table 2. Summary of the applications of and motivations for blockchain for the IoUT and the
challenges.
Application

Motivation for Using Blockchain for the IoUT

Challenges of Blockchain–IoUT Integration

Environmental Monitoring

-To provide authenticated and distributed access
to the users of the data collected
-To guarantee the security and privacy of nodes
participating in underwater communication

-Deployment Cost

Disaster Management

-To make a reliable and secure acoustic communication underwater

-Energy Consumption
-Computation Complexity

Localization

-To ensure the privacy of location information
-To share the massive amount of data collected in
a secured manner
-Only the participating nodes can view the location
-To avoid data tampering, the immutability of
blockchain can help

-High demand for power
-Memory and computational capacity

Defense

-Securing the data source
-To secure the communication between the participating nodes
-To validate the transactions

-Migrating from legacy systems
-Scalability

Underwater Exploration

-To ensure the transparency of the information
collected and shared
-To ensure traceability by providing a fully auditable and valid ledger of transactions
-To share the data in a secure manner

-Scalability issues
-Ocean governance

4. Challenges and Future Directions
The blockchain-integrated IoUT ensures security, consensus, traceability, privacy, and
transparency, which makes it a possible solution to many of the challenges faced in an
underwater environment. However, integrating blockchain in such a resource-constrained
environment indeed poses certain challenges as mentioned below.
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4.1. Computing Power
The diverse IoUT ecosystem comprises various devices with different computing
capabilities. One of the major reasons for the integration of blockchain with the IoUT is
due to the security it offers. The consensus mechanism in blockchain enables no third party
involvements, thereby improving the security to a great extent. However, the blockchain–
IoUT integration requires a high computational cost in order to make the PoW consensus
algorithm work. This requires the miners to use computing systems with very high computational power. As most of the IoUT devices have low computational power, consensus
algorithms such as PoW may be difficult to deploy. Hence, lightweight mechanisms such
as the one proposed by [73] are required. Another possible solution would be to include
devices with high computational power in the IoUT ecosystem.
4.2. Storage Capacity
The adoption of blockchain in the IoUT eliminates the need for a central server to
handle the transactions and device data. However, the ledger needs to be stored in the
IoUT nodes themselves. The number of such ledgers can increase over time and become
quite challenging to handle. IoUT devices usually have very low storage space. The
comparatively lower disk space and memory of IoUT devices and network connectivity
issues are some of the key factors affecting the adoption of blockchain technology in an
IoUT environment. Most of the current blockchain implementations can handle only a
few transactions per second. This would be another bottleneck in the case of an IoUT
environment. However, the data generated from IoUT sensors are very huge, making it
really difficult to handle such big data. The integration of the IoUT with a decentralized and
public blockchain is quite hard and should be dealt with considering the increasing data
storage requirements. One of the possible solutions includes leveraging cloud resources.
The authors in [99] proposed an “advanced time-variant multi-objective particle swarm
optimization algorithm” for the integration of the IoT and blockchain. However, such
techniques can be enhanced and used for the integration of the IoUT and blockchain.
4.3. Scalability
One of the notable challenges in deploying the blockchain in the IoUT environment is
scalability. The IoUT is very large and will become far larger in the future as the number
of underwater objects grows. The goal of the IoUT is to create a worldwide network of
interconnected underwater objects and to digitally link to on-shore, off-shore, and underwater elements. There will be numerous transactions generated from the IoUT ecosystem.
The blockchain limits the capability of scaling as the network size and transaction volume
increase. The blockchain uses a consensus protocol, which enables the users to record
irreversible, time-stamped transactions and prevents the creation of false records [100].
The consensus mechanism accommodates all the participants in the network to agree on
the transaction and limit the number of transactions. The typical consensus algorithms
such as the PoW and Proof of Stack (PoS) require a common transaction to be confirmed
by the participating nodes in the blockchain ecosystem. This slows down the transaction
validation process. In [101], the authors proposed an approach where users with permission
can join, execute, and validate transactions and that does not require much to validate
a transaction.
4.4. Standardization and Governance
Standardization is a critical aspect in the blockchain-enabled IoUT systems. The lack
of proper standardization and strict governance results in various regulatory challenges in
terms of decentralization, anonymity, and immutability. Strict policies are required in terms
of the sustainable use of oceans. Ocean governance, therefore, needs to be considered as an
important aspect regionally and globally. The authors in [102] addressed how sustainable
ocean governance can be implemented by the authorities. Three significant risk factors were
addressed in their work: (i) the effect of the over-exploitation of resources, (ii) non-equitable
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service distribution, and (iii) inadequate adaptation to the ever-changing environmental
conditions. A framework that deals with the “equity” aspects in ocean governance was put
forward by [103]. The dimensions of social equity in the framework considered include
“where”, “why”, “whom”, “what”, “when”, and “how”. The integration of the blockchain
with the IoUT also requires effective standardization and policies, thus enabling a fool-proof
method of exploring and exploiting the resources.
4.5. Migration from Legacy Systems
The old-fashioned legacy systems that are being used at present in the underwater
environment are more vulnerable to data modification and thefts. The applications of
underwater things benefit from implementing the blockchain as a solution that adapts DLT.
The amalgamation of the IoUT and blockchain projects tends to be complex since both
involve niche skills. Finding appropriately skilled developers for implementing blockchain
technology in an organization is hard [104]. The governance structure of the blockchain in
the IoUT defines the participants, data ownership, exit and entry criteria, and conditions for
information sharing among the participants. The tools required for building the blockchain
ecosystem are currently in progress. This compounds the complexity of integrating the
technology with the existing systems. Migrating from older systems is expensive as the
application has to rely heavily on the experts to handle the problems that occur in the initial
stages of deployment, thus making it a time-consuming process.
4.6. Energy Consumption
Energy consumption in a blockchain-implemented IoUT network is different when
compared to terrestrial environments. Both of these technologies consume enormous
energy for providing their specific services [105]. In the IoUT, all deployed underwater
sensors communicate to the central sink sensor for delivering the information that is
gathered from different devices. All successfully established IoT networks have faced
various challenges when deployed underwater. This includes short-range communication,
high attenuation, enormous ultra-violet radiation, the high expense for sensor deployment,
and so on. In addition, the underwater environment has its unique characteristics. The
terrestrial signal cannot be used for underwater communication. Instead, acoustic signals
are preferred. Providing efficient underwater communication through acoustic signals
is a challenging task because the signals suffer from high attenuation, long propagation
delays, and high bit rates. Due to this, more communication failures may occur between
sensors, which can lead to an increased number of data re-transmissions. An IoUT sensor
has limited power, and it is not so easy to recharge or replace the battery in the IoUT.
Extensive research has been performed to solve the blockchain energy issues, but, still,
it remains as a key challenge. When the blockchain services are implemented with the
IoUT network, each service requires high energy per transaction. Long delays can also
occur before the transaction becomes confirmed. Therefore, the energy consumption of
blockchain-enabled IoUT networks is a complex research problem that needs more attention
from the research community.
4.7. Cost
The deployment of communication sensors in the underwater environment is a challenging issue. In addition, installation, managing, and maintaining those communication
devices are much more complicated processes when compared with terrestrial networks.
Moreover, underwater sensors can be easily damaged or lost or become non-functional
during the digging process or due to the harsh underwater environments. Therefore,
efficient installation of sensors is required, which can reduce the work of re-installation and
maintenance. For instance, a communication sensor that demands more energy should be
deployed near the surface or near the power source for the ease of management, and also
to reduce the cost of deployment. In addition, to avoid the frequent battery failures of the
sensors, efficient power-saving protocols can be used for communication.
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Table 3 summarizes the challenges of the blockchain-enabled IoUT.
Table 3. Challenges of the blockchain-enabled IoUT.
Sl. No.

Challenge Type

Description

Possible Solutions

1

Computing Power

High computational power is required for the consensus algorithms to work

Lightweight mechanisms need to be introduced;
devices with high computational power need to be
used

2

Storage Capacity

To handle a larger number of transactions per second and to store ledgers, high storage capacity is required

Use cloud resources

3

Scalability

Scalable solutions are required to accommodate the
huge number of transactions

Transactions to be carried out among subnetworks

4

Standardization
Governance

and

To avoid the over-exploitation of resources and nonequitable service distribution, proper standardization is required

Proper standards are to be formulated; ocean governance needs to be considered regionally, nationally,
and globally

5

Migration from legacy
systems

Migration from the traditional systems and technologies to adopt blockchain-enabled solutions is
expensive and time-consuming

Rigorous training is essential

6

Energy consumption

Acoustic communication demands more energy.
Underwater communication suffers high attenuation, long propagation delays, and high bit rates; in
addition, the blockchain adaption consumes high
energy for successful transactions.

A lightweight energy-efficient blockchain-based
framework for IoUT acoustic communication can
be used to solve this

7

Cost

Installing, managing, and maintaining the communication devices underwater is a challenging task.
Frequent maintenance may be required such as battery change, sensor servicing, and so on

(1) Power-saving protocols can be used to reduce power use and also to avoid battery failures;
(2) horizontal axis and vertical axis deployment
strategies can be used to reduce the complexity of
the network

5. Conclusions
Blockchain can be regarded as the future of the Internet, which has the potential to
change the way the current economic and social systems work. The unique characteristics
of blockchain help in asset protection, the adoption of cryptocurrency, smart contracts,
voting, and so on. This proves to be advantageous in the IoUT ecosystem as well. Even
though IoUT communication systems have proven to be beneficial for various systems,
ranging from small observatories to harbors to oceans, they pose several challenges. This
paper introduced the background related to the IoUT and blockchain and explained how
such an integration would help address the challenges in the current IoUT ecosystem.
An exhaustive survey was then carried out on the various blockchain-enabled IoUT
applications, and we pointed out the benefits of each. Finally, the open issues and
challenges in blockchain–IoUT integration were critically analyzed, and the possible
solutions were presented.
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